What aspects of your child’s schooling do you think they enjoy the most?

- Arts & crafts, singing, playing with her new friends
- Jayna loves show and tell, loves talking and showing things with staff and friends. Likes learning new alphabets and numbers, looks forward to piano lessons etc
- Brock enjoys learning through Reading Eggs programs etc
- Meeting her friends and teachers everyday. Looks forward to going to school.
- Kevin enjoys playing with his friends, show and tell and singing along
- She enjoys all of it. She constantly comes home and tells us about what she has done that day, learnt and as soon as she’s awake, she is sounding out words.
- Lily seems to be enjoying everything. She is learning at school. She is always excited to tell me what she has learnt during the day and very eager to learn more at home too.
- Learning to read and write and maths
- She enjoys numbers and writing. She seems to be a keen learner
- Nicolai enjoys being with his classmates and helping doing set tasks in the school and he also enjoys the lessons
- Singing, yoga, sports and table top activities
- Rotations, scrapbook, playing with the girls
- Playing and learning in groups, learning new words and new things

How do you perceive your child’s schooling?

- Lucy is quite a creative person and I would assume she would be really enjoying those aspects of her schooling
- Brock definitely has more time and patience with learning using activities, games and other resources
- Interacting with other students
- I pick up that Kevin enjoys his show and tell day where he’s able to talk in front of the class
- I can tell by Kiahana’s mood that she is enjoying everything about Prep
- Lily is enjoying everything. She hasn’t once come home and said she hasn’t liked something
- Ella really enjoys going to school. I think she enjoys the rotations and loves learning to read and write. My impression is she loves everything and enjoys her day
- By asking him about his day at school and he’s telling me all the things he’s learnt and by observation every morning
- Engaging, fun, dynamic and insightful
- If Nathan enjoys what he is doing then he is more willing to learn and sustain it
- Group activities

What do you think are the greatest strengths of the current program at school?

- Lucy seems to be learning a lot without doing a lot of homework. She seems to be learning in a fun environment, not so regimented
- Friendly and approachable staff. Religious studies, instilling and embracing disciplines & good behaviour
• The small class numbers - more one-on-one time etc
• Engaging parents to help out with rotations as this gives the parents the opportunity to observe the teaching methods used.
• Kevin really does well with the way he gets to play while he learns (the informality of the classroom set up)
• It is teaching them to enjoy learning. She constantly questions everything.
• Lily is loving school and learning. So whatever you are doing - keep it up as it is working.
• The range of subject covered, the fun learning environment, the variety of learning styles catered for, and the boundaries clearly set for the children so they learn what to do and what not to do in the classroom and playground.
• The teachers, daily routines and teaching methods.
• I think it’s the use of technology like the iPad and the Study Ladder online - it makes the lessons interesting.
• Weekly newsletters and blog - it allows us to help her with things being taught in class and we feel like we are part of the program.
• Contemporary style of teaching and variety of activities.
• Well disciplined, individual attention to the students.